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Abstract. We present a simple proof of quantum contextuality for a spinless particle with a
one dimensional configuration space. We then discuss how the maximally realistic determin-
istic quantum mechanics recently constructed by this author and V. Singh can be applied
to different contexts.
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1. Context Dependence of Quantum Probabilities.
A quantum state vector |ψ〉 specifies the probabilities |〈α|ψ〉|2 = probability of observing
the set of eigenvalues {α} = {α1, α2, · · · , αn} of a complete commuting set of observables
(CCS) A = {A1, A2, · · · , An} in the experimental situation or ‘Context’ where A is observed.
Equally, |ψ〉 specifies the probabilities |〈β|ψ〉|2 for observing the eigenvalues β of a different
CCS B in the context where B is measured. It is usually assumed that A and B cannot
be measured simultaneously if they contain any mutually noncommuting observables, and
hence that |〈α|ψ〉|2 and |〈β|ψ〉|2 refer to different contexts.
Thus, quantum probabilities are inherently context dependent. Moreover, they cannot
be embedded in context independent or “classical” probabilities. This is the essence of
Gleason’s theorem, Kochen-Specker theorem and Bell’s theorem1, which apply to quantum
systems with dimension of state vector space ≥ 3.
An analogous question arises from a consideration of the Wigner distribution function2
ρ(~x, ~p). It reproduces the correct context dependent quantum probability densities for po-
sition or momentum or for some components of position and commuting components of
momentum as different marginals of the same (context independent) ρ(~x, ~p). This is not a
counter example to the contextuality theorem just quoted since the Wigner function is not
positive definite and therefore cannot be given a probability interpretation. However, Co-
hen et al3 have constructed positive definite ρ(~x, ~p) whose marginals reproduce the quantum
position and momentum probability densities. In a series of investigations Roy and Singh4
have gone much further; they constructed ‘maximally realistic’ causal quantum mechanics in
which a single positive definite ρ(~x, ~p) has marginals which reproduce not just the quantum
position and momentum probability densities but also the quantum probability densities
for (n − 1) other complete commuting sets of observables, where n is the dimension of the
configuration space. Further, for n ≥ 2, Martin and Roy5 have proved a contextuality the-
orem: not all CCS can have their quantum probability densitites reproduced as marginals
of a single positive definite phase space density. It remains a conjecture4 that n + 1 is the
maximum number of CCS whose probability densitites can be reproduced as marginals of a
single positive definite ρ(~x, ~p).
We shall prove here that a contextuality theorem analogous to the Martin-Roy theorem
holds for n = 1 too. We shall also give a simple proof of the Kochen-Specker theorem for a
system of two spin half particles which is equivalent to an earlier proof of Peres and Mermin6.
We then discuss the Roy-Singh deterministic quantum mechanics for n = 1 allowing
simultaneous reality of position and momentum probability densities. Equally well, any
other pair of canonically conjugate noncommuting variables can be simultaneously realized.
However, the contextuality manifests itself: different choices of the simultaneously realised
pair of dynamical variables lead to different phase space densities. The Roy-Singh deter-
ministic quantum theory which allows (n + 1) CCS to be simultaneously realized is much
more realistic than ordinary quantum mechanics or de Broglie-Bohm deterministic quantum
mechanics7 (which allows only 1 CCS viz. position to be realized). It would be exciting to
seek experimental evidence of simultaneous realization of (n + 1) CCS in one experimental
setup.
2
2. A Simple Proof of Kochen-Specker theorem for a System of Two Spin Half Particles.
Consider the possibility of a noncontextual microscopic theory (‘hidden variable theory’?)
more detailed than ordinary quantum mechanics in which a microstate assigns definite values
for any set of observables even if the set contains noncommuting observables of quantum
mechanics (which ordinarily refer to different contexts). Can such a theory be consistent
with quantum predictions?
Quantum predictions imply that any commuting subset A = {A1, A2, · · · , An} of opera-
tors can be simultaneously measured. If the commuting operators obey the operator relation
f(A1, A2, · · · , An) = 0 (1)
the assigned values v(Ai) in the noncontextual theory must also obey
f(v(A1), v(A2), · · · , v(An)) = 0. (2)
This is because the assigned set of values {v(Ai)} must be an allowed set of simultaneous
eigenvalues of {A1, · · · , An}; taking the expectation value of the operator equation (1) in the
quantum state which has eigenvalues v(Ai) for the operators Ai we obtain Eq. (2). For a
system of two particles of spin 1/2 we shall repeatedly use special cases of Eqns. (1) and
(2), viz. if [A,B] = 0, then
v(AB) = v(A)v(B), v(A+B) = v(A) + v(B). (3)
Consider the operator relation involving the Pauli spin operators σ1x, σ1y for particle 1, and
analogous operators for particle 2,
((σ1xσ2y)(σ1yσ2x)) + ((σ1xσ2x)(σ1yσ2y)) = 0 (4)
where each parenthesis encloses two commuting operators. Hence, applying (3) repeatedly
we obtain
2v(σ1x)v(σ2y)v(σ1y)v(σ2x) = 0. (5)
But the left-hand side equals ±2 since the eigenvalue of a Pauli matrix equals ±1. The
contradiction shows the impossibility of a noncontextual extension of quantum mechanics,
which is the Kochen-Specker theorem. This simple proof following immediately from Eq.
(4) captures the essence of Mermin’s earlier proof6.
It is worth pointing out that the contradiction follows from two hypotheses.
(i) Simultaneous assignment of values to the operators
σ1xσ2x, σ1xσ2y, σ1yσ2x, σ1yσ2y, σ1zσ2z , σ1x, σ1y, σ2x, σ2y. (6)
These assumptions are features also of Bell’s theorem on violation of Einstein locality.
It is not an additional assumption that the products (σ1xσ2y)(σ1yσ2x), (σ1xσ2x)(σ1yσ2y)
(which superficially involve factors not spacelike separated) have values, since these
products are equal to σ1zσ2z and −σ1zσ2z respectively.
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(ii) The values of any commuting subset of the operators (6) must be an allowed set of
their simultaneous eigenvalues.
In the cases of the subsets {σ1xσ2y, σ1yσ2x, σ1zσ2z}, {σ1xσ2x, σ1yσ2y, σ1zσ2z} for which
commutation of the operators cannot be derived from a locality postulate, this Kochen-
Specker assumption is additional to Bell’s assumptions.
3. Phase Space Contextuality Theorem For One Dimensional Configuration Space.
Martin and Roy5 have shown that in configuration space dimension ≥ 2, there cannot
exist a positive definite phase space distribution function whose marginals coincide with the
quantum position probability density, momentum probability density and joint probabil-
ity densities of commuting components of position and momentum. I shall prove here an
analogous contextuality theorem for configuration space dimension 1.
Let Xop(θ), Pop(θ) be a continuum of θ-dependent operators defined by
(
Xop(θ)
Pop(θ)/(mω)
)
=
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)(
xop
pop/(mω)
)
, (7)
where xop and pop are the usual position and momentum operators. The constants m,w have
dimensions [M ], [T−1] respectively. Then,
[Xop(θ), Pop(θ)] = ih¯ (8)
We then prove the following contextuality theorem.
Theorem. There exist state vectors |ψ〉 for which it is impossible to find a positive definite
phase space density ρ(x, p) with the property∫
X(θ) fixed
ρ(x, p)dP (θ) = |〈X(θ)|ψ〉|2, for all θ. (9)
Here x, p,X(θ), P (θ) denote c-no. values belonging to the spectrum of the operators xop, pop,
Xop(θ), Pop(θ), and the integral over P (θ) is done for a fixed value of X(θ); i.e., we reexpress
ρ(x, p) in terms of new variables X(θ), P (θ),
ρ(x, p) = ρθ (X(θ), P (θ))
and then integrate over P (θ).
Proof. Consider the energy eigen function for the first excited state of the oscillator,
〈x|ψ〉 = 1√
2
(
mω
πh¯
)1/4
2
√
mω
h¯
x exp
(
−1
2
mω
h¯
x2
)
. (10)
The X(θ) representative of the same state vector |ψ〉 is given by a simple calculation
〈X(θ)|ψ〉 =
∫
dx〈X(θ)|x〉〈x|ψ〉,
4
where 〈X(θ)|x〉 is found from the differential eqn.
X(θ)〈x|X(θ)〉 = 〈x| cos θxop + sin θ
mω
pop|X(θ)〉
= x cos θ〈x|X(θ)〉 − ih¯sin θ
mω
∂
∂x
〈x|X(θ)〉.
We thus find
〈X(θ)|ψ〉 =
(
mω
πh¯
)1/4√2mω
h¯
X(θ) exp
[
i
(
3θ
2
− π
4
)
+
mω
h¯
(
i
2
cot θ(X(θ))2 − 1
2
(X(θ))2
) ]
. (11)
The most important point to notice is that
〈X(θ)|ψ〉 = 0 at X(θ) = 0 (12)
If ∃ positive definite ρ(x, p) obeying (9), then the equation
∫
X(θ)=0
dP (θ)ρ(x, p) = 0
implies that ρ(x, p) must vanish identically on the line
cos θx+ sin θ
p
mω
= 0.
For any given x, p we can find θ which solves this equation. Hence ρ(x, p) must vanish
identically for all x, p. This is a contradiction because Eq. (9) does not allow it. Hence a
positive definite phase space density reproducing the quantum marginals |〈X(θ)|ψ〉|2 for all
θ cannot be found.
The method of proof is similar to that of Martin and Roy5 except for the fact that here
I use canonical transformations which mix position and momentum.
4. Contextual Deterministic Quantum Mechanics.
De Broglie and Bohm7 (dBB) constructed a deterministic quantum mechanics in which
only one CCS, namely position could have (objective) reality independent of observations
since only position probability densities are correctly reproduced as a marginal of the dBB
phase space density,
ρdBB = |ψ(~x, t)|2δ(~p− ~pdBB(~x, t)). (13)
The individual trajectories given by a causal Hamiltonian are
~pdBB = m
d~x
dt
= ~∇S(~x, t), (14)
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where ψ = R exp(iS/h¯), with R and S real; the ensemble of trajectories ensure that at each
time the quantum probability density |ψ(~x, t)|2 is reproduced. It is easy to show that8
∫
ρdBBd~x 6= |〈~p|ψ(t)〉|2.
In n dimensional configuration space Roy and Singh4 constructed a new deterministic quan-
tum mechanics in which the quantum probability densities of n+1 CCS are simultaneously
reproduced as marginals of one positive definite phase space density. The individual trajec-
tories are given by a causal Hamiltonian and hence the phase space density is constant along
the trajectory (Liouville property). The new mechanics is conjectured to be maximally real-
istic in the sense that it might be impossible to reproduce more than n+1 CCS as marginals
of a positive definite phase space density. For n = 1, two simple phase space densities with
this property given by Roy and Singh are
ρ(x, p, t) = |〈x|ψ〉|2|〈p|ψ〉|2δ
(∫ p
−∞
dp′|〈p′|ψ〉|2 −
∫ ǫx
−∞
dx′|〈ǫx′|ψ〉|2
)
, (15)
where ǫ = ±1, and we have written |ψ〉 = |ψ(t)〉 for brevity. It is easy to check from this
expression which is symmetric between x and p that both |〈x|ψ〉|2 and |〈p|ψ〉|2 are reproduced
as marginals.
Nevertheless the mechanics is not context independent. We already know from the proof
of the previous section that we cannot reproduce |〈X(θ)|ψ〉|2 for all θ as marginals. In spite
of the fact that the operators Xop(θ) are in general non-trivial linear combinations of the
position and momentum variables which may be somewhat unfamiliar, they are self-adjoint
operators and therefore observables. For any given θ, the Roy-Singh procedure can be used
to obtain a phase space density which reproduces |〈X(θ)|ψ〉|2 and |〈P (θ)|ψ〉|2 as marginals.
(Just replace x, p by X(θ), P (θ) on the right-hand side of Eq. (15)). The important point
is that these phase space densities are θ-dependent and therefore must refer to different
contexts: each context refers to realizing |〈X(θ)|ψ〉|2 and |〈P (θ)|ψ〉|2 for a definite θ. Both
the features of the Roy-Singh theory, (i) realizing two probability densities instead of one in
dBB theory, and (ii) the inevitable contextuality, are exhibited in the phase space density.
We may mention that a dBB like theory which reproduces only one marginal, but with
position replaced by a non-trivial linear combination of position and momentum has been
considered before in the context of a quantum potential approach to a class of quantum
cosmological models9.
For n > 1, it is even easier to exhibit the context dependence of the Roy-Singh phase
space densities. E.g. for n = 2, consider
ρθ(~x, ~p, t) = |〈x1(θ), x2(θ)|ψ〉|2|〈p1(θ), x2(θ)|ψ〉|2|〈p1(θ), p2(θ)|ψ〉|2
δ
(∫ p1(θ)
−∞
|〈p′1, x2(θ)|ψ〉|2dp′1 −
∫ x1(θ)
−∞
|〈x′1, x2(θ)|ψ〉|2dx′1
)
δ
(∫ p2(θ)
−∞
|〈p1(θ), p′2|ψ〉|2dp′2 −
∫ x2(θ)
−∞
|〈p1(θ), x′2|ψ〉|2dx′2
)
, (16)
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where (
x1(θ)
x2(θ)
)
=
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)(
x1
x2
)
, (17)
and a similar equation defines p1(θ), p2(θ) in terms of p1, p2. The phase space densities de-
pend on θ; for each θ, the three indicated quantum probability densities |〈x1(θ), x2(θ)|ψ〉|2,
|〈p1(θ), x2(θ)|ψ〉|2 and |〈p1(θ), p2(θ)|ψ〉|2 are reproduced as marginals. The causal Hamilto-
nians corresponding to Eqns. (15) and (16) have also been calculated.
The experimental realization of contexts in which some specific (n + 1) CCS are simul-
taneously realized remains a challenge.
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